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Features:
•• Great for stereos with speakers in multiple rooms.
•• Works through doors, walls, even entire floors.
•• Transmitter blinks red light to indicate that it received your command.

If you have speakers or TVs in a separate room from your stereo/VCR/cable box, you know how inconvenient it is to adjust the
volume, change DSS channels, radio stations, etc. Infrared (IR) remotes do not work through walls. You have to walk into the other
room any time you want to make a change. With the PowermidTM you can now control your equipment through walls up to 100 feet
away.
Point your remote at the PowermidTM transmitter, it converts the IR signal into a radio frequency (RF) signal that can pass through
walls. In the room where your audio/video equipment is located, the receiver converts the RF signal back into IR and transmits it to
your equipment. The transmitter even blinks a red light to indicate that it is receiving your command.
If you need to control equipment from more than one room, add a single Powermid transmitter (#8212). If your equipment is in more
than one location, add a second receiver (8211). All the Powermid products work on the same frequency so expansion is easy.
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